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About This Game

"Sniper Elite 4 is a smart, strategic shooter that empowers you to make your own path"
IGN, 8.3/10 

"A riotously entertaining WW2 stealth adventure"
Eurogamer, Recommended  

"An ambitious stealth game that handily outperforms its predecessors"
PC World, 4/5 

Discover unrivalled sniping freedom in the largest and most advanced World War 2 shooter ever built. Experience tactical third-
person combat, gameplay choice and epic longshots across gigantic levels as you liberate wartime Italy from the grip of Fascism.

Set in the aftermath of its award-winning predecessor, Sniper Elite 4 transports players across the beautiful Italian peninsula,
from sun-drenched Mediterranean coastal towns, to ancient forests, mountain valleys and colossal Nazi megastructures.

Covert agent and elite marksman Karl Fairburne must fight alongside the brave men and women of the Italian Resistance and
defeat a terrifying new threat with the potential to halt the Allied fightback in Europe before it’s even begun.

EXPANSIVE CAMPAIGN

Encounter hours of gripping gameplay in huge campaign levels with hundreds of enemies, vehicles and high-ranking Nazi
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officers to hunt. Forge your own path to your objectives, uncover new sniper nests, find secret side missions, collectibles and
more!

AWARD-WINNING SNIPING

Experience genre-defining rifle ballistics where snipers must take account of wind, gravity and heart rate to land satisfying shots
over hundreds of meters.

EXTENSIVE ARSENAL

Adapt seamlessly to any combat situation with an impressive array of iconic World War 2 sniper rifles, pistols, submachine
guns, heavy weapons, traps, grenades and explosives.

DEEP CUSTOMISATION

Hone your combat effectiveness by upgrading skills and tweaking key weapon traits such as scope magnification, muzzle
velocity and stability. Create and edit custom loadouts for any encounter.

SLICK TRAVERSALS AND TAKEDOWNS

Climb, hang, shimmy and leap your way across the game’s vast environments to get the drop on enemies and deliver killing
blows from behind cover, hanging over ledges and more!

ACCLAIMED X-RAY KILL CAMS

Sniper Elite’s acclaimed X-ray Kill Camera returns with all-new visuals and features, now framing your most impressive melee
attacks and explosive trap kills in bone-cracking detail.

TACTICAL CO-OP

Play the entire campaign online with another player or jump into dedicated co-operative game modes for up to 4 players.

THRILLING MULTIPLAYER

Take Sniper Elite’s trademark sharpshooting into unique competitive play for up to 12 players in 6 modes across 6 custom-
designed maps. Even more modes and maps will be released FREE after launch!
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Title: Sniper Elite 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Rebellion
Publisher:
Rebellion
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8.1 or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7870 (2GB) or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB)

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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If you have a Nvidia card, I can't recommend this game. You'll get CONSTANT blue-screen crashes (Your entire PC will have
to restart. I can handle normal crashes.... I can't stand blue-screens).

That being said, it's a decently fun game. If you have an AMD card, I'd say this is worth $20-$30. Wait for a sale.

--PC Specs--
1080 ti
16 GB RAM
i5 8600k
2TB SSD. I didn\u2019t like like this game, gameplay is very slow. Shooting mechanic are not that great. Story is very boring.
Graphics are good!. The physics are very good but there is not much content for that price. So buy it when there is a sale..
Fantastic stealth game, open environments with tons of clever gadgets and good third-person combat for when plans go south.
Story is completely forgettable, protagonist is the classic grizzled gruff white guy, you won't remember a thing about the story
afterwards, you'll just remember that boy, was it fun to shoot a lot of nazis from a mile away, right through their testes.. You can
shoot nazis in the balls. Excellent game.. This is a good game and a good coop experience for two people in story mode.
However the game does have some technical issues for which i am posting fixes below:

Crashing:

To fix this, you need to uncheck (disable) "Use D3D12" in options on the launcher.
You also need to set screen mode to "Full Screen Borderless Window" which is also in options on the launcher.

Sound Distortion:

In the launcher, turn off "Audio Reverb Quality."

With these fixes, the game should run fine for you.

It's a good game with a range of difficulty settings which make it easy to get into.

Some of the voice acting is fairly cheesy but it's still a good satisfying, user-friendly WWII adventure game with story coop for
two players.. its fun you can shoot peoples willies hehe. The sniper elite games have always been a bit lacking for me. They
focus all too much on the gunplay and slow motion x-ray kills. The game lacks in terms of Story, Stealth Mechanics, Weapon
Variety (outside of DLC), quality Voice Acting, etc.

Its fun, but the story is short and you'll run out of things to do rather quickly. Buy it on a sale if you're on the fence, but be
aware that you won't get much out of it regardless unless you adore and can be entertained by slow motion x-ray kills alone. I
can't, maybe you can.
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You can shoot nazi's, what else do you want.. Crashes every 30 mins i hope nvidia and rebelion do something.. It was fun for
about 8 houres. Then it got really boring because of repetetive missions just in different areas with differently named enemies.
The slow motion kill cams of this game are very cool anyway and you can outsmart the AI in many different ways, which is
good because it leads to a lot of creativity on how you approach the missions. However, after a few houres the game got really
boring really fast.. I bought this game just to shoot Hitler's only testicle.
So.....
Nothing to see here.
Keep scrolling to see actually useful review.. Like it alot, never get bored of the x-ray shots. Not much story but it's not needed
either, the gameplay is solid and makes more than enough up for the is no real story.

The maps are really good, from long to short range, you can tackle the objectives how you se fit. There is no real right or wrong
way.

Game is at strongest at its long rage shots, and it never gets boring to find new spots and try to do longer and longer range shots.

Personally i'd love for a Elite Sniper 5 to come out.. Just finished the game. I was surprised with how short the campaign is. The
game play works well, I'm not a huge fan of third person shooters but the shoulder aim helps as the player movement reminds
me a bit of Ghost Recon wildlands. However, this is not an open world game. The maps are large but are only as big as the
mission boundaries. Each mission loads a new map.

It's a WWII game so there isn't night vision or body armor etc etc - you go in with a pretty basic load out. However, you can
swap with enemy weapons and so on. There are the usual ammo crates scattered about. Not to mention the red barrels! There are
a few things you can blow up!! :)

 I played it on easy mode so the enemy AI was not that difficult. I gave up on the sneaking around fairly early and just did the
run and gun thing. When your cover is blown the enemy will search for you and slowly chase so it allows you to use your mines
and so on through the equipment wheel which is useful. The gun play is satisfying with the sniper rifles, machine guns to your
silenced pistol. Blowing things up have good effects and makes for a lot of chaos.

  As I mentioned before, I completed the game. For me this is a big deal. I've been playing PC games from the first days of DOS
Doom and I rarely ever make it to the end credits on most games as some quirky thing in the game turns me off to going back to
it. Not so with this game. It kept me interested and engaged. The game play is somewhat slow and tedious if you want to sneak
around but if you want to make noise it can get hectic.

  The graphics are good and the lighting and shadows look great. I played on Ultra settings but lowered the resolution a little as
my GTX1070 started to chug a little at 4k on the bigger maps. It's a good game - I did not come across any bugs or crashes but
I'm not sure about the "replayability". Maybe a second time through but it's fairly linear in regards to the missions you have to
complete to clear the map.

  I kept feeling like I was playing a Wolfenstein game in the third person in some points in the game. Overall it's a good game
worth the money. However, I did get it on sale so not sure I would pay $60 for it but, it's a solid game and it kept me playing.
That says a lot for me. Get it if you would like a fusion of Ghost Recon wildlands and wolfenstein.. ghfgfhhgfhgf. Shoot nazi in
ball \ud83d\ude0e\ud83d\ude0e\ud83d\ude0e
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